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 Type: Narratives

 Time: 15 min

Focus
Function: Relating events
Preparation
Copy sheet 42 so that you have one per student.
Procedure
1 Hand out the sheets and give students a minute to look at the pictures.
2 Go through the pictures, one by one, asking what they think the situations were.
3 Tell the students you want them to talk about an event that happened to them, related to one of the pictures.
4 The pictures are just springboards, for example, picture 1 might make someone think about buying a perfect
present or about Christmas shopping; picture 2 may remind them of going camping as a child or an awful
holiday they experienced. Ask for ideas for pictures 3-6.
5 Students work in groups of three or four and each relate an experience prompted by one of the pictures.
 Type: Jig saw reading  Time: 15 min

Activity43

Telephonedialogues

Focus
Preparation

Function: Making arrangements by phone
On sheet 43, there are four phone conversations. The card on the left has one half of a
conversation – but in the wrong order; the card on the right has the other half of the
conversation, also in the wrong order. Copy the sheet so you have one for each pair of students.
(If you have less time, you can cut the sheet in half and give each pair 2 of the dialogues.)

Procedure
1 Introduce the activity by talking generally about telephoning: Has anyone not got a mobile phone? Why not?
What do you use your phone for? How have mobiles changed our telephoning habits?
2 Hand out the sheets – one for every pair of students – and explain there are 4 phone conversations but the
parts of the dialogues in the wrong order.
3 Student A takes the role of the person on the left; Student B has the phrases on the right. Together, they read
out the dialogues in the correct order.
4 Then volunteers read out the dialogues so students can check their answers.
Activity44
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Communication  Type: Guessing game  Time: 20 min
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Lesson notes

Activity45

Whereisthebank?  Type: Sharing information  Time: 15 min

Focus
Preparation

Function: Saying where things are
Copy sheet 45 so that you have a sheet for every group of three students. Cut out the
information cards.

Procedure
1 Ask students to work in threes and give each group a sheet and a set of information cards.
2 Students turn over the cards one by one and read out the information. When they find out where a building
is, they write the name of the building in the correct box.
3 Answers re checked in class by volunteers explaining where each building is in relation to the other buildings.
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Focus
Function: Set phrases
Preparation
Copy sheet 44 so that you have one per student.
Procedure
1 Hand out the sheets and ask students to read the headings.
2 Students work in pairs and, together, write down three phrases to go under each heading.
3 Monitor the activity, giving help where necessary.
(Possible answers: Suggestions: Why don’t you …, What about …, You could …; Apologies: I apologise, I’m
very sorry, I’m so sorry; Repetition: Could you repeat that, please? What did you say? Sorry?; Phone: Could
I speak to xx, please? This is xx, Could you give him a message, please? Letter: Yours, Best wishes, Yours
sincerely; Agreement: You’re right, I agree, I think so, too.)
4 When everyone has finished, two groups should join together and play the guessing game on the sheet.

